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My invention relates to improvements in im 
pact switches for use in the circuit of auto 
mobile or airplane power plants and the like. 
The principal object of the invention is to pro 

vide a heavy duty, switch which will be operative 
under severe shock, or impact‘, as for instance, 
in a collision, to break the circuit in which it is 
interposed and which is constructed and ar 
ranged so that the current does not flow through 
the controlling mechanism, has more contact 
surface than present day impact switches, func 
tions properly, and in which the control parts 
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are submerged in oil so that they will not corrode , 
or be affected in any way by moisture or atmos 
pheric changes. _ 

Another object is to provide a switch of the 
character and for the purpose above set forth 
which is simple in construction, easy to install 
and service and economical to manufacture. 

To the accomplishment of the above, and 
subordinate objects presently appearing, a pre 
ferred embodiment of my invention has been 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, set 
forth in detail in the succeeding description, and 
de?ned in the claims appended hereto. 
In said drawings: . 

Figure 1 is a view in vertical section of the 
preferred embodiment of my improved switch, 
the parts being shown in circuit closing position, 

Figure 2 is a similar view showing the parts 
disabled, - 
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Figure 3 is a view in perspective of oneof the - 
binding posts and contact plate, . 
Figure 4 is a view in perspective of the bridge 

plate, and 
Figure 5 is a detail fragmentary view inverti 

oal section of the lower end of the shell. 
Referring to the drawings by numerals, the 

illustrated embodiment of my improved switch 
comprises, as its basic element, a substantially 
cylindrical housing I adapted to be disposed in 
upended position and including a main shell 2 
having a closed flat bottom 3, and a closed top 4 
extending beyond the sides of the shell to pro 
vide a ?ange 5. The shell 2 is reduced to provide 
a shoulder 6 around the same adjacent its top 4. 
A cup-like oil container 1 ?tting upwardly over 
the shell and spaced from the sides and bottom 
of the same is threaded, as at 8, onto the shell 2 
adjacent the shoulder 6 in abutting relation to 
the latter. A ?ller nipple 9 having a closure cap 
I0 is provided in the container 1 adjacent the 
upper end thereof for introducing oil into said 
container to the level of the nipple. The shell 2 
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is provided with a pair of vertically elongated 55 

openings II, substantially oval, and in dia 
metrically opposed sides of the shell, respectively, 
whereby the oil will ?ll the shell to the level of 
the nipple 9 also. The openings ll serve an 
additional purpose presently explained. 
Surmounting the top 4 of the shell, axially 

thereof, is a circular cap l2 of inverted cup 
shape having a lower edge ?ange I3 by means 
of which and screws l4 it is detachably secured 
to the ?ange 5, said cap having a central up 
wardly bowed portion I5 for a purpose presently 
seen. 
terial and having a central aperture I‘! in the 
top thereof is ?tted in the cap l2. 
A pair of binding posts l8 extend upwardly 

through the tops of the cap l2 and alining member 
I6 upon diametrically opposite sides of the axis 
of the cap I2 and housing I and which are pro 
vided on the lower ends thereof with a pair of 
?at, rectangular‘contact plates 1 9 also disposed 
upon diametrically opposite sides of said axis. 
A pair of clamping nuts 20 are provided on each 
post [8 with subjacent insulation washers 2| for 
securing the posts H3 in position with the plates 
I9 clamped against the top of member I6, said 
nuts also serving for the attachment to the 
posts of a pair of terminals 22 by which the de 
vice may be connected in any suitable manner in 
one side of the circuit, not shown, of an auto 
mobile, or airplane power plant. 
The following means is provided for normally 

bridging the contact plates l9.‘ 
Threaded into‘ the bottom 3 of shell 2 is an 

axial stud 23 extending upwardly therein and 
locked thereto by a jamb nut 24. The stud 23 
is provided with a head 25 having'a conical top 
provided with a concave axial seat 26, said head 
being disposed slightly above the bottoms of the 
openings H for access thereto through the same. 

Fitted at one end in the seat 26 is an up 
standing substantially elliptical tumbler 21 of 
suitable met-a1 having its opposite end ?tted in 
a seat 28, similar to seat 26, and provided in the 
bottom 29 of a cylindrical cup 30, the cup being 
axially aligned with the stud 23 and the bottom 
thereof being tapered downwardly with the seat 
28 in the axis of the cup and slightly below the 
tops of openings ll. Suitably secured at its 
upper closed end in the top 4 of shell 2, to de 
pend axially therefrom is a sleeve 3| extending 
partway into the cup 30. A coil spring 32 inter 
posed between the top of the sleeve 3,! and the 
bottom 29 of the cup 30 urges the latter down 
wardly so that said tumbler 21 is yieldlngly 
clamped between the seats 26, 28 and the cup 

A lining member 16 of insulation ma- . 
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30 is held in an elevated position in opposition 
to the spring 32. 
The bottom 23 of cup 30 has formed integrally 

therewith an axial shaft 33 extending upwardly 
through the spring 32 and slidably extended 
through the top of sleeve 3| into the cap l2. 
The shaft 33 has a reduced upper end portion in 
the cap I! providing a shoulder 34 thereon seat 
ing a washer 35. A coil spring 36 sleeved onto 
the upper end of the shaft 33 and seating on the 
washer 35 yieldingly supports a metal washer 31 
slidable on the shaft and supporting, in turn, a 
grommet-like member 38 of insulation to which 
is secured, intermediate its ends, a centrally 
apertured, rectangular bridge plate 39 of conduc 
tive material bridging the contact plates [9, said 
spring urging said washer 3T, grommet member 
33, and bridge plate 39 upwardly on the shaft 
33. A head 43 on the upper terminal of the 
shaft 33 serves to limit upward movement of the 
washer 31, member 38 and plate 39 on said shaft, 
said head being normally spaced above said mem 
ber 38 for a purpose presently seen. 
As will now be seen, in the described normal 

position of the parts, the contact plates l9 are 
?rmly bridged so that the device is maintained 
in circuit closing position by the tumbler 21. 
However, under severe impact, of a vehicle 
equipped with the switch, against an object, the 
tumbler 21 will be dislodged from the seats 26, 
28. Under this condition the cup 30 and shaft 
33 will drop under the urge of the spring 32 sud 
denly into the downward limit of movement’ 
thereof as established by engagement of the 
washer 35 with the top of sleeve 3|. As a result 
of such downward movement of part 33, head 50 
thereof will pick up and depress grommet-like 
member 38 on the shaft 33 to disengage bridge 
plate 39 from contact plates i9 and disable the 
switch. To reset the switch, the container 1 is 
removed, or detached, so that access to the tum 
bler 21 may be had, and also to the cup 30, by 
way of openings I I. By manually lifting cup 30 
in opposition to spring 36 slightly above normal 
position, the tumbler 21 may be reset in seats 26, 
28. Under such lifting of cup 30 the bridge plate 
39 will be reengaged with contact plates IS in 
opposition to spring 36. The central portion I5 
of top l2 provides a clearance for the head 49 
of shaft 33 so that it may be lifted abovenormal 
position. , 

The foregoing will, it is believed, suf?ce to im 
part a clear understanding of my invention with— 
out further explanation. , 
Manifestly the invention, as described, is sus 

ceptlble of modi?cation without departing from 
the inventive concept, and right is herein rc 
served to such modi?cations as fall within the 
scope of the subjoined claims. 
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Having described the invention, what I claim 

'is: 
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1. In a switch, a substantially cylindrical 
housing having closed upper and lower ends, re 
spectively, a hollow cap member surmounting 
the upper end of the housing, and forming a 
closed chamber therewith, an axial plunger shalt 
vertically slidable in the upper end of said hous 
ing and having an upper end in said chamber 
and a socketed lower end in said housing. a 
member upstanding axially from the lower end 
of said housing and having a socketed upper end' 
therein, a substantially elliptical member having 
ends fitting in said sockets and holding the 
plunger shaft in a normal position and against 
downward movement, said elliptical member be 
ing adapted to be dislodged from said sockets 
under impact against an object of a vehicle 
equipped with the switch, a pair of contacts ?xed 
in the upper ‘end of said chamber upon diametri 
cally opposite sides of said plunger shaft, means 

' on said plunger shaft within said chamber yield 
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ingly bridging said plates in the normal position 
of said shaft, and spring means urging said shaft 
downwardly, said housing being provided with a 
pair of diametrically opposite openings therein 
for access to said elliptical member. 

2. In a switch, a substantially cylindrical 
housing having closed upper and lower ends, re 
spectively, a hollow cap member surmounting the 
upper end of the housing, and forming a closed 
chamber therewith, an axial plunger shaft ver~ 
tically slidable in the upper end of said housing 
and having an upper ‘end in said chamber and a 
socketed lower end in said housing, a member 
upstanding axially from the lower end of said 
housing and having a socketed upper end there 
in,'a substantially elliptical member having ends 
?tting in said sockets and holding the plunger 
shaft in a normal position and against down 
ward movement, said elliptical member being 
adapted to be dislodged from said sockets under 
impact against an object of a Vehicle equipped 
with the switch, a pair of contacts ?xed in the 
upper end of said chamber upon diametrically 
opposite sides of said plunger shaft, means on 
said plunger shaft within said chamber yield 
ingly bridging said plates‘ in the normal position 
of said shaft, spring means urging said shaft 
downwardly, said housing being provided with a 
pair of diametrical openings therein for access 
to said elliptical member, and a cup-like oil con 
tainer ?tting upwardly over said housing and 
threaded thereon, said container being spaced 
from the outer wall of the housing to provide for 
the passage of oil therefrom into said housing 
by way of said openings. 

LENNIE V. KIMMELL. 


